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ABST[L.CT

The overall plastic response of a sheet can be simply
calculated from the knowledge of its various texture
components, the behavior of them being described by the
equations of continuum plasticity. It is shown, however,
that the classical assumptions used for combining the
elementary components can lead to significantly different
predictions of the sheet behavior.

i. INTRODUCTION

Texture components in rolled sheet of cubic metals
either are self-snnmetric (e.g. the cube {001}<I00> or the
Goss {ii0}<001> orientation) or must be combined into twin-
symmetric (e the Cu {112}<111> or the Bs {110}<112>
orientation) " four-fold-synetric (e.g. the S {123}<63>
orientation) ’rolling texture components’ in order to meet
the orthotropic symmetry of the material. In the CMTP
method (Continuum Mechanics of Textured Polycrystals) first
proposed by Montheillet et al. I and then appled to rolled
sheet by Lequeu et al. z-6, the material is considered as a
set of texture components, the behavior of which is
described by the equations of continuum plasticity. One of
the main problems raised by the theory is the combination
of the texture components into rolling, components, as well
as the averaging procedure requlred when several
crystallographic types of texture components are present.
The aim of this paper is to compare the two classical
assumptions which can be used for such combinations and to
assess their influence on the overall orthotropic plastic
response of the sheet.

2.PLASTIC BEHAVIOR OF A SINGLE TEXTURE COMPONENT

Any texture component consists in a distribution of
grains more or less disoriented with respect to the ideal
orientation (hkl}<uvw>. If the scatter width is the same
along any direction of angular space, the associated yield
surface exhibits cubic symmetry with respect to the <I00>
axes of the ideal orientation. It can thus be described by
the llill quadratic yield equation, in which the additional
condition of cubic symmetry is obtained by prescribing that
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the three <i00> axes be equivalent The flow rule is then
derived from the normality principle and can be written in
the 6-dimensional vector form7

(3/2) {A [U] + (l-A) [V]) s (i)

where e is an equivalent strain rate and an equivalent
stress defined such that the rate of plastic work per unit
volume =. The reciprocal of eq. (i), or constitutive
equation, takes the form7

s (2/3) {(l/A)[U] + (l-l/A)[V]} (2)

In the above equations, is generally considered as a
material constant a

0 which determines the size of the yield
surface, whereas the anisotropy coefficient A is associated
with the shape of the latter. In the case of fcc or bcc
metals deforming by crystallographic slip, A has been
related to the shape of the critical polyhedron1’8. A value
of A=0.409 corresponding to the {iii)<Ii0> slip systems
will be used here. It is also possible to consider a dual
ield surface in the strain rate spaces In such a case,
e=e0 is a material constant in place of . Finally, [U] is
the identity matrix and [V] is a 6x6 matrix, the elements
of which depend on the Miller indices h,k,l and u,v,w of
the ideal orientation7.

3.ASSUMPTIONS USED TO COMBINE THE TEXTURE COMPONENTS

Two classical hypotheses are considered here
(i) the uniform strain rate (Taylor) assumption i=% for
any component, i (ii) the uniform stress sttic)
assumption s1=s for any component i.
It should benoed that the first one does not allow the
strain rate yield criterion to be satisfied in every
texture component, but only for the whole material the
same remark holds for the second assumption when a stress
yield function is used. Furthermore, when the Taylor or the
static assumption is used, the equivalent strain rate @i or
stress i takes different values in the various components,
respectively. It can be shown, however, that the
differences remain rather smallI such that, to a first
approximation, #i or i can be ientified to the overall
equivalent strain rate or stress a.

The plastic response of the whole sheet is then
written in the form (uniform stress)

(3/2) {(f0 + A 7.fi) [U] + (l-A) Efi[vi]} s (3)

or in the reciprocal form (uniform strain rate)

= (2/3) t(f + (l/A) y.fi) [U] + (l-l/A) 7.fi[vi]) (4)

where the volume fractions fi and the orientation dependent
matrices [Vi] are associated with the texture component i
and the volume fraction f0 with the ’isotropic component’
of the material Finally, =^ or = according to the

U 0
type of yield function consl.dered.
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4. RESULTS

To assess the influence of the above assumptions on
the predicted plastic behavior of a sheet, tension tests
were calculated. In this section, the specimen axes will be
referred to as i (tensile direction), 2 (width direction)
and 3 (thickness direction). Two sets of boundary
conditions can be prescribed alternatively on the one
hand, uniaxial tension is associated with long and narrow
samples, which means that all stresses are zero except the
tension component .. From symmetry considerations the
?nly non zero shear strain rate Is the in-plane component

On the other hand, ’orthogonal’ (or shear strain
reei tension is likely to occur when short and wide
specimens are used. All shear strain rates then vanish and
the only non zero shear stress is the 12 component.
Boundary conditions are difficult to control n real tests,
but are nevertheless expected to lie between these two
extremes.

Calculations were first carried out for single
rolling texture components. The plastic behavior associated
with twin or four-fold-symmetric components is sensitive to
the assumption used to combine the two or four elementary
texture components, respectively. Results obtained for the
Brass {ii0}<I12> rolling component are depicted in Fig.l in
the case of uniaxial tension. Fig.la first shows the
angular variations of the normalized tension stress
Here a classical stress yield function was used and te
tension strain rate was prescribed. If, alternatively, a
strain rate yield surface is assumed, then the tension
stress a is prescribed. Fig.la also shows the 8 dependence
of the corresponding normalized tension strain rate }/"
It should be noted that the static hypothesis leads
lower values of the tension stress in the first case and
accordingly larger values of the tension strain rate in the
second. This is in agreement with the common statement that
the uniform strain rate and uniform stress assumptions
provide upper and lower bounds, respectively, for the rate
of plastic work = in the case of perfectly plastic
materials obeying a stress yield function. The 8 dependence
of the strain rate ratio R =, 22/3 and the normalized
shear strain rate 2/. are snown In Figs Ib and c. The
results are the same or stress and strain rate yield
surfaces, but are rather sensitive to the combination
hypothesis. The same calculations carried out on other
rolling texture components bring into evidence that K is
generally more influenced than G (or ) by the assumption
used for combining the elementary components.

Another example is given by a sheet exhibiting only
the (self-symmetric) Goss and the isotropic random
components (the behavior of the latter is described by eqs
(I) and (2) when A=I). The value of R(z/2) is plotted in
Fig.2 as a function of the fraction of Goss component. It
can be seen that the discrepancy introduced by the
combination hypotheses can reach 50% for a Goss fraction of
abot 0.7.
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Finally, Figs 3a and b display results for a sheet
exhibiting rolling components of several crystallographic
types, toether with experimental data from the
literature1 The texture was analyzed as a mixture of_57%
Bs {Ii0)<I12>, 29% Goss {ii0}<001> and 14% {311]<112>
rolling texture components. Here, all the theoretical
curves fall into a scatter band delimited by the Taylor
uniaxial and static orthogonal tests. Fig.3a shows that the
tension stress is rather well predicted, whatever the
assumption used. The agreement with the data is not so good
for the strain rate ratio (Fig.3b), although the general
trend is well reproduced. This could be due to the too
’rounded’ quadratic yield surface which was used here to
describe the plastic behavior of the texture components.
However, R calculations carried out for other mixtures of

rollin components show that discrepancies of up to 33% are
commonly introduced by the choice of either the boundary
conditions (uniaxial vs. orthogonal) or the combination
hypothesis (uniform strain vs. uniform stress).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The few results presented above as examples show that
(i) The assumptions of uniform strain or uniform stress
used for combining the various texture components present
in a sheet can lead to significantly different predictions
of the plastic behavior.
(ii) The largest discrepancies occur for the theoretical
strain rate ratios and in-plane shear strains, where they
are likely to exceed the experimental uncertainties.
(iii) The calculated tension stresses and strain rate
ratios are also influenced by the uniaxial or shear free
boundary conditions assumed for the tension test.
(iv) However, progress is still necessary to improve the
CMTP method, in particular by a better description of the
yield surface associated with each texture component.
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Figure I. Angular variations of the normalized tension
stress (full lines) and strain rate (broken lines) (a), the
strain rate ratio (b) and the normalized shear strain rate
(c) for the Brass rolling texture component. Comparison of
the Taylor (e) and the static (x) assumptions.
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Figure 2. Strain rate ratio R(/2) along the transverse
direction of a sheet exhibiting various fractions of the
Goss texture component. Comparison of the Taylor (e) and
the static (x) assptions.
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Figure 3. Angular variations of the normalized tension
stress (a) and the strain rate ratio (b) for a brass sheet
with several rolling texture components (see text). The
Taylor uniaxial (full lines) and static orthogonal (broken
lines) assumptions are compared with experimental data (x).


